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Geography Textbooks 1847-1955 



Geography Textbooks 1847-1955 

• Geography textbooks introduce 

children to foreign lands and 

people.  

 

• They are considered scientific and 

authoritative, and leave a durable 

legacy on our world views.  

 

• This study analyzes descriptions of 

race and culture from typical 

British and North American grade 

school geography textbooks 

published between 1847 and 1955.  

Devil Priests (Mortimer 1854) 

Geography readers told stories about foreign 
countries and peoples, often designed to highlight 
Western superiority. 



Mitchell (1850) Title Page 

This cover page 

includes a plate 

illustrating the “Stages 

of Society” which 

include savage, 

barbarous, half-

civilized, civilized and 

enlightened.  

 

Positioning this image 

on the title page 

indicates that the rating 

of societies is a critical 

concept.  



Mitchell (1850) Races of Men 

The “Races of Men” include 

European or Caucasian (White), 

Asian or Mongolian (Yellow), 

American (Red), Malay (Brown), 

and African or Negro (Black).  

 

“The European or Caucasian is 

the most noble of the five races 

of men. It excels all others in 

learning and the arts, and 

includes the most powerful 

nations of ancient and modern 

times. The most valuable 

institutions of society, and the 

most important and useful 

inventions, have originated with 

the people of this race.” 

 



Redway and Hinman (1898) 

Describes three 

principal races: white, 

yellow and black.  

 

Categorizes races by 

their material progress 

from savagery to 

barbarianism and 

civilization. 

 



Torbitt (1912) 

Teaches that all British subjects live under the rule of a 

law which does not differential “between the settler 

and the native”, reinforcing the belief that there is in 

fact no racial prejudice or inequality in the Empire. 

British Supremacy is taught as universally beneficial. 

 

Quotes: 

• “The aborigines of Australia are fast dying out. 

There are now less than 60,000. They are low in 

the scale of civilization” (p. 31). 

• “The Maoris, originally from Hawaii, may be 

considered the native race. They are intelligent 

and, on the whole, quick to adapt themselves to 

European ideas.” (New Zealand, p. 40). 

• “The Hindi is an industrious and skilful worker: he 

is simple in his tastes, and is a vegetarian and 

total abstainer.” (p. 85). 

 



Tapsell (1915) 



DeWolf (1934) 

Emphasizes the importance of 

tolerance and respect for different 

cultures. It states that,  

 

“Unthinking people usually believe 

that that those of other language, 

religion, and culture are inferior to 

themselves. We must remember, 

however, that differences do not 

imply inferiority. Our thoughts, habits, 

and beliefs depend upon the 

accident of birth…From this it does 

not follow that a person of any given 

nationality or religion is better or 

worse than his follow-man of 

different creed or nationality.”  

 

 



Adair and Sanderson (1955) 

Provides basic 

geographic concepts and 

definitions, and describes 

the lives of children in six 

foreign cultures including 

northern Canada, Peru, 

Brazil, The Netherlands, 

Egypt and Japan. 

 

Portrays Japan in a 

positive light, just a 

decade after World War II. 



Analysis of 20 Textbooks  

Table compares 

racial and 

cultural 

descriptions and 

provides 

representative 

quotes for 20 

geography 

textbooks. 



Analysis of 20 Textbooks 

• Racial and cultural descriptions changed over time.  

 

• Nineteenth Century textbooks were blatantly racist, claiming that factors such as 

intelligence, industry and morality are biological, so non-white races and cultures are 

innately inferior. Despite diverse authors and publishers, textbooks repeated key concepts 

and phrases. A common theme was that races and cultures evolve based on their 

environments, which explains, for example, why “torrid” (tropical) zone people have darker 

skins than in “temperate” and “frigid” zones. They often extrapolated this to argue that races 

and cultures that evolved in tropical areas where food and shelter are easily obtained are 

inherently lazier than peoples in climates that demand more effort to produce necessities.  
  

• During the Twentieth Century they gave less attention to cultural geography and more to 

physical and economic geography. Rather than calling non-white races and foreign cultures 

inferior they highlighted the benefits that European knowledge and commerce offered 

natives, with the implication that foreign nations can become enlightened by emulating 

western culture and industry.  

 

• Some books from the 1930-50s emphasized the importance of respecting racial and cultural 

differences. This marked a transition from biological to cultural analysis of race. 

 



A Self-Reinforcing Cycle 

Textbooks claimed to reflect 

anthropological and human 

geography science.  

 

They contributed to a self-

reinforcing cycle of fear and 

disrespect for minorities, 

discriminatory policies, 

inferior economic 

opportunities and 

outcomes, that reinforce 

anthropological bias.  

  

Anthropological and 

geographic professional 

organizations are working to 

correct these biases and 

harms. 

Biased 
pseudoscientific 

anthropology and 
human 

geography 

Racist 
geography 
textbooks 

Racist beliefs 
(fear and 

disrespect for 
non-whites) 

Discriminatory 
policies (inferior 

housing, education 
and job 

opportunities) 

Inferior housing, education 
and employment, more 

incarceration,  lower 
wealth accumulation, more 

poverty and alienation. 



Duration of Impacts 



1955 Texas Geography Class 



Reforms 

The American 

Anthropological 

Association’s art exhibit and 

website, Race: Are We So 

Different?  critically 

examines the treatment of 

race at various times and 

locations, and provides 

resources for improving our 

understanding race and 

overcoming prejudices. 

https://understandingrace.org/
https://understandingrace.org/


Conclusions 

• During the Nineteenth and Twentieth centuries school geography textbooks 

were an important source of information about foreign lands and peoples. It is 

enlightening to examine how those books described race and culture, and 

consider how they affected common knowledge and policies. 

• Most geography textbooks published before 1900 were overtly racist; they 

categorized people by race, which were ranked according to “stages of 

society,” from savage and barbarous to civilized and enlightened. 

Unsurprisingly, North American textbooks ranked Europeans highest and 

described other races and cultures as intellectually and morally inferior.  

• These descriptions changed over time. Textbooks published from 1900 to 

1940 had less overt racial hierarchies but still emphasized the superiority of 

western institutions and the benefits that colonialization provided to natives.  

• Textbooks published after 1940 often provided positive stories about foreign 

people, cultures and immigrants, and some encouraged students to critically 

analyze racism and colonialism. 



More Conclusions 

• Similar patterns are found in history books, 

which incorporated racist geographic concepts. 

• These messages left a durable impact on 

people’s attitudes about race and culture. 

Current discrimination is, to some degree, a 

legacy of geography textbook lessons which 

portrayed non-whites as culturally, intellectually 

and morally inferior, and therefore dangerous 

and unproductive. 

• Recent academic publications critically 

analyzes these racist and colonialist 

messages, and provides guidance for 

introducing anti-racist and anti-colonialist 

concepts to students.  



Full Report 

Racism and Colonialism in Geography Textbooks, 

1840s to 1950s (www.vtpi.org/rcgb.pdf)  
 

Abstract: Geography textbooks introduce children to foreign lands and 

people. They are considered scientific and authoritative, and leave a 

durable legacy on our world views. This study analyzes descriptions of 

race and culture from typical British and North American grade school 

geography textbooks published between 1847 and 1955. It reprints 

selected texts and images, analyzes how their narratives changed over 

time, and discusses their impacts.  

 

Early books categorized race and culture using methods modelled after 

biological taxonomies, giving them a veneer of scientific objectivity. They 

identified various races (European [White], Asiatic [Yellow], African 

[Black], Malayan [Brown] and American Indian [Red]), which were 

categorized according to “stages of society” (savage, barbarous, half-

civilized, civilized and enlightened). They were overtly racist (they claimed 

that White races are superior) and colonialist (they claimed that European 

imperialism was benevolent and beneficial). This allowed Whites to feel 

superior to other peoples and supported colonialist policies. Racist and 

colonialist narratives declined over time and later books promoted 

inclusivity and multiculturalism.  

https://www.vtpi.org/rcgb.pdf

